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observable in the work of the Westerns' ; that, in addition 
to its national and historical significance, ' the music of 
Glinka will have a universal significance.' ' Since the days when these words were uttered,' continues 
the modern critic, 'half a century has passed-a period 
sufficient in length to allow of our estimating their justice 
and their prophetic accuracy. There is another, and an 
external, circumstance: the proposal to stage " A Life for 
the Tsar " in London, and the performance of excerpts from 
this opera in certain British centres is one to which we 
should not remain altogether indifferent, since it may 
prompt us to seek a better definition of the real significance 
of Glinka's product. 

'The English critical faculty, which has been highly 
sympathetic towards Russian music in regard both to such 
representatives of the Russian School as Rimsky-Korsakov, 
Moussorgsky, and Borodin, and to the second generation, 
manifests, when confronted with these excerpts from " A Life 
for the Tsar " a uniform demeanour of disenchantment. " So 
this is your famous Glinka ! " is the general British critical 
attitude. 

'Prepared, by means of the varicus historical works on 
Russian music which at the present time are appearing in 
some abundance in England, to regard Glinka as the greatest 
genius among representatives of national Russian art * the 
English critics fail to discover in his music that national 
colour which is so clearly expressed in the creations of his 
followers and imitators, and, enraptured by Moussorgsky and 
Borodin, they hear, in Glinka's music, only Italianisms, and 
are almost prepared to deny to him the right to the designa- 
tion of national Russian composer. 

'If, to us, the injustice of this British critical opinion is 
entirely manifest, it must nevertheless be clear that Laroche's 
estimate of Glinka's significance is exaggerated.' Mr. Belaiev 
here excuses himself from enlarging upon a subject which is 
of too special a nature for discussion in the columns of a daily 
paper. 

'But,' he continues, 'one is bound to point out that the 
actual historical significance of Glinka as a composer lies, to 
quote Laroche [in this he is quite just], in his having "blended 
all the art which Russia could learn from Western Europe 
in a manner profoundly national, in having created, for 
Russia, a musical style which is entirely individual, and in 
being at the same time worthy to rank with the greatest 
musicians of whom Western Europe is proud." ' For none of the composers of the Russian School had the 
West such significance as it possessed for its great founder, 
who spent his life as a student-pilgrim. In Italy, Glinka, in 
his own words, "secured a working knowledge of the delicate 
and difficult vocal art and the faculty of skilful vocal writing" ; 
in Berlin, with Dehn (on the first visit), Glinka reduced to 
order not only his theoretical knowledge but his artistic 
views as a whole, and, after these lessons, began to work, as 
he expressed it, " not by groping but with understanding.' " 
Mr. Belaiev reminds us that it was in Berlin that Glinka 
developed his idea of writing a national opera. 

He admits however that the Italian influence (to which 
Glinka of course confessed) is discernible in songs even when 
the text is Russian; he recalls moreover that Glinka was 
well aware not only of this but of the fact that the overture- 
symphony on a Russian theme (Taras Bulba) was ' developed 
in the German manner': hence its abandonment. Vet 
Glinka was apparently convinced to the end, hints 
Mr. Belaiev, that in Western Europe alone could he acquire 
the dexterity requisite for a successful manipulation of his 
native folk-song; he died in Berlin. 

'Does not Glinka's foreign study assume a remarkable 
significance in relation to the historical and musical part he 
played ? In order to become the progenitor of the Russian 
School he was obliged to obtain all his knowledge from 
Western sources, to avail himself of all Western technical 
attainments, to transplant them in Russian soil, and here 
to cultivate them. His greatest service to Russian music 
was, therefore, that, subsequent to him, none of the great 
Russian composers required to go abroad to study, for the 
heritage bequeathed to us by Glinka placed Russia at a 
bound on a level with the musically cultured countries. It 
is the significance of Glinka in regard to the development of 

* A statement somewhat lacking in accuracy.-(M. M.-N.) 

Russian national music,' aptly concludes his apologist, 'that 
constitutes his universal significance, for the acceptance of 
the works of his great disciples in foreign countries is the 
acceptance of his legacy, bestowed upon and developed by 
them.' 

This explanation is lucid, and should be welcomed by the 
British critical faculty ; it accounts for the Italianisms of 
' A Life for the Tsar,' and assures us that we are no more to 
blame for our attitude than are the composer's over-zealous 
champions in the past. The pity is, however, that no 
amount of explanation will expunge the offending features, 
any more than it will remove the influence of Ariosto from 
Pushkin's youthful essay in nationalism-' Russian and 
Ludmilla'-the subject of Glinka's other opera. 

THE LAUDI SPIRITUALI. 

On March 20, Mr. Edward J. Dent lectured before the 
Musical Association on the Laudi Spirituali. He remarked 
that historians of music, in so far as they had discussed the 
relations of the art with the rites and doctrines of the 
Christian Church, had expatiated chiefly upon the works of 
such composers as Palestrina and Bach. It was a natural 
temptation to view these matters from a standpoint that was 
mainly cesthetic, but there was another aspect of the subject 
which must not be left out of account. If we turned to 
ecclesiastical writers, we should find that oesthetic and artistic 
considerations received very different treatment. The subject 
of music found frequent mention in the early Christian 
Fathers, and although they recognised to the full the powerful 
influence which music might have upon the human mind, 
they were preoccupied with two aspects which to the pure 
musician had but little significance. One of those aspects 
was the alleged moral danger of the art when not under the 
strict control of authority, and the other was its undoubted 
practical utility. 

From quite primitive times it seemed to have been frankly 
admitted that the strict observance of rites and the study of 
doctrine were bound to be somewhat unattractive to the less 
ardent members of the congregation, and several ecclesiastical 
writers draw attention to the fact that the practice of singing, 
being generally agreeable to the majority of human beings, 
especially if they were performers rather than listeners, 
offered a convenient and efficacious way of disguising the 
irksome and tedious nature of those duties which were 
considered indispensable to salvation. This utilitarian view 
of music persists even in our own day, and it is held that it 
does not matter in the least whether people sing good music 
or bad so long as it can be held out as an inducement to 
come to church. 

The Laudi Spirituali of the I6th and 17th centuries were 
an interesting illustration of the way in which this method 
was put into practice in Italy during that period. The 
music was in no sense to be regarded as great music. Some 
of it was trivial, a great deal was extremely dull, considered 
purely and simply as music, but it was not without interest 
as a study of human nature and also of certain phases of 
musical technique. The practice of singing vernacular hymns 
is generally supposed to have originated, so far as Italy is 
concerned, with the Franciscan movement of the 13th 
century. About the year 1260 it took the dangerous form of 
religious mania. Starting from Umbria, companies of 
devotees wandered over the greater part of the peninsula, 
singing hymns and flagellating themselves, making so many 
converts that certain States refused them admission lest the 
sanity of their populations should be endangered. These 
bodies of flagellants were known as Disciplinati, and also as 
Laudisti or Laudesi, from their practice of singing hymns. 
In course of time the more repulsive manifestations of the 
movement died down, but the hymn-singing retained its 
popularity. 

There are manuscript collections of the music of these 
hymns in certain libraries, but the hymns that formed the 
subject of the lecture belong to the period when music had 
already begun to be printed. The earliest collection was 
that of Serafino Razzi, printed at Venice and published for 
a Florentine congregation in 1563. Razzi, who was a 
Dominican monk of the monastery of St. Mark at Florence, 
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was not much of a musician, but no doubt he was a very 
devout man, and he collected as many tunes as he could. 
In his preface, Razzi claimed that he had collected together 
the most beautiful of ancient and modern hymns and had 
added the tunes to which they should be sung, obviating the 
foolish practice of saying ' to be sung to the air of so-and-so.' 
Many of these tunes were nothing else but folk-songs. It 
was common not merely to take folk-songs and sing sacred 
words to them, but even to take the original words, and 
to change them as little as possible, only just sufficient to 
give the song a sacred character. The harmonization in 
Razzi's collection was on the whole extremely poor, with 
but few chords. The Italian peasantry evidently had a 
strong sense of tonic and dominant relations; the key 
system approximated much more to modern tonality than to 
the ancient modes. 

Another collection was made for the Oratorians, St. Philip 
Neri's congregation at Rome. The Oratorians had the habit 

of collecting people together for devotions, which consisted 
mainly of music in two sections, with a sermon in between. 
These devotions developed ultimately into the oratorio, and 
the reason why classical oratorios were always in two parts 
was because of the sermon in the middle. There were also 
interesting collections of the I7th century which went on as 
late as 17Io. The later collections were very seldom har- 
monized, but as collections of folk-songs they were all 
extremely interesting. 

Among these folk-songs was the following tune, entitled 
in the index, 'Raisoter, Ballo Inglese, ovvero, A Torzio mi 
strassina'; title of hymn, 'II Peccatore conosciuti gli 
Inganni del Mondo delibera di tornare a Dio.' (From 
'Corona di Sacre Canzoni o Laude Spirituali de' piu 
divote autori In questa terza impressione notabilmente 
accresciute di materie, & arie nuove ad uso de' pij 
trattenimenti delle conferenze.' In Firenze. Da Cesare 
Bindi. 7 7Io.-Third Edition of Matteo Coferati's collection.) 

S ~ _E41 
- '---izzzKE--t -.11 

Ho vis - to con mio dan - no, Ch'il Mond' &un tra - di - tor: Ei 

~ ~ -- f~ ____ L- EW -LZ7-ii 

trat- ta da ti - ran - no O - gni suo ser-vi - tor: Ca - rez- ze, te -so - ri, Ric- 

-chezze, ed o - no- ri Pro-mette a chi o se 
- 

gue Lo scal-troin-gan- na- tor. 
- chezze, ed o - no - ri Pro -mette a chi lo se - gue Lo scal-tro in-gan--na tor. 

Mr. Frank Kidson, to whom Mr. Dent had referred it, 
said that he was unable to identify it, but considered it to be 
undoubtedly English in character. Perhaps some of our 
readers may be able to throw light upon its origin, and 
explain the title, which is perhaps meant for a phonetic 
transliteration of some English word. 

The practice of adapting devotional works to music of 
secular character was one that had been common at various 
times. Luther was sometimes credited with the idea, but it 
is probable that he only followed what had been a long- 
continued habit, or introduced it from Italy into Germany. 
And the early Christians living in Rome, Corinth, and 
elsewhere probably sang their hymns to secular melodies 
current in their time. The Italian words associated with 
some of the tunes of the Laudi Spirituali were no doubt 
considered shocking, but all the same their adapters did not 
mind utilising them. If we surveyed the whole of the music 
from the point of view of the student of historical XEsthetics, we should come to the conclusion that the principal motive 

which had led to the choice of certain tunes was not a 
purely musical judgment, but was almost exclusively that of 
association, as is only too often the case nowadays. 

In the course of his lecture, Mr. Dent,-who said that his 
paper was based to a very large extent on the researches 
of Dr. Domenico Alaleoni,-described in detail a consider- 
able selection of the Laudi Spirituali, which were afterwards 
sung by some ladies and gentlemen. 

At the conclusion of the lecture Sir Hubert Parry, who 
was in the chair, moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Dent, 
remarking how greatly indebted the art of music was to men 
like him, with the ability and leisure to follow up lines of 
investigation in subjects which in themselves were not 
profoundly interesting, perhaps, yet were really of very great 
importance in arriving at a correct understanding of the 
causes of certain developments. Mr. Dent had thrown a 
great deal of light on a difficult and abstruse subject, 
regarding which most people knew very little. 

MUSICAL NOTES FROM ABROAD. 

CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS IN ROME. 

At last we have had the visit of the great French master, 
originally promised for the month of January, and musical 
Rome has literally kept fete for a week. The veteran 
composer-who is in his eighty-second year-favoured us 
with two public appearances: one at the Costanzi Theatre, 
where he conducted his opera ' Samson and Delilah,' which 
was sung in French by the artists of the Paris Grand Opera ; 
and the other at the Augusteum, where he presided at the 
pianoforte at an orchestral concert, of which the programme 
-with one exception-consisted entirely of his own 
compositions. 

'Samson and Delilah,' which was given for the first time 
at Weimar in 1877, is without doubt amongst the master- 
pieces of the French School. The work is unique as 
containing in itself, as it progresses, the evidences of a change 
of conception on the part of the author. The first Act in all 
its development and arrangement marks the original idea of 

Saint-Sahns 
to make an oratorio of the subject he has chosen, 

and the chorus has a proportionate importance. Having 
finished the first Act, however, the composer despaired of 

continuing to develop his subject in the classic form, and, 
feeling the influence of Liszt, re-commenced his task with an 
entirely different conception. From the moment of the 
entry of Delilah we see the chorus abandoned and the music 
adapt itself to the freedom of the ordinary melodramatic 
action. This second Act is the finest, the most expressive, and the most virile of the three Acts of the Opera, being 
specially noticeable for the finely-balanced acoustic effects 
with which it abounds. The third Act is marked by the 
beautiful and elegant dances, which on this particular occasion were made additionally attractive by their being 
performed by an Indian, Mlle. Dourga. It is nearly eleven years since the Opera was presented at Rome, but previous to the composer's visit it had already met with an enthusiastic welcome in the earlier part of the 
season, when it was sung in Italian. It is needless to say that on March 14 the Costanzi was crowded with the most 
select personages of artistic and aristocratic Rome. The 
success of the performance, and the wildly-enthusiastic welcome given to the veteran who directed it, left nothing to 
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